Press release
Port Saint Louis du Rhône, March the 9th 2017
ISOLOC Product Certification by US Giant NAVIS

Container-based maritime exchanges mean that increasingly large vessels are passing through the ports
of the globe with increasingly tight transit requirements.
Today, more than 700 000 000 teus (units 20 feet) are loaded there unloaded every year.
NAVIS, the undisputed world leader supplier of dock operations management systems (containers) and
TTC Holding (TTC and MGPS) provider since 1998 of the French ports of the Mediterranean coast, a realtime processing system, errors Human resources and technological imperfections related to the loading,
unloading and storage of their containers have just signed a certification contract (Navis Ready Partner).
This certification crowns the marriage of NAVIS N4 and ISOLOC flagship product of TTC Holding
This success is the result of the world premiere of this winning winning association on the FOS 2XL
container terminal (CMA-CGM DPW).
While the Navis Container Terminal operating system allows all conventional management operations
to be carried out efficiently and flexibly, in a rapidly changing world, terminal operations nevertheless
need a system that improves efficiency And supports future growth while reducing operating overhead
and maintaining customer-centric services.
It is to this end that we must understand the need to reduce the devastating effects of surface, resource
and productivity gains in order to conserve or even win share in markets that are so volatile in our
latitudes.
ISOLOC assists in performing and securing operations of all kinds on a container terminal.
On the market, this kind of product is called a PDS (Position Detection System).
ISOLOC goes beyond this definition, with the plurality of its modules à la carte, it is distinguished from
its competitors by its peculiarity of zero error and the regularization of errors (human hardware) in one
click (25 Million Operations Certified without loss).
Thanks to the principle of putting technology at the service of man and not the opposite, ISOLOC has no
technological limit.
Today, and with this partnership Navis, TTC Holding, wants to open a new perspective and ensure
ISOLOC with teams from Navis to develop more and more features to improve productivity rotating
terminals N4 and under all versions Of the TOS Navis.
Christian TAORMINA (President of TTC Holding) said: "The digital transformation in the relationship
between work and human remains remains the major challenge of the coming years. ISOLOC, while
using the latest technologies, restores to the human, the mastery of its evolution ".
"It remains to be noted that we will also be present as Gold Sponsor at Navis World 2017, where we will
give a more detailed presentation of our products to more than 450 port professionals, Navis customers
from all over the globe.

Our motivation, besides the possibility of filling an international order book, lies in this passion to carry
"French know-how" alongside Navis.
Our group, through its various SMEs (mainly VAT and MGPS), after obtaining the Single Interministerial
Fund in 2009 for an innovative project (ASPECT, the TOS of the future), worth 3 million euros, labeled
by 4 competitiveness clusters (SCS MEDITERRANEAN SEA, NOVALOG, OPTITEC), and again in 2015 for
the project AEGEAN (to a virtuous supply chain from the port to the hinterland) (3 million Euros, in
progress), labeled By 2 competitiveness clusters (MER MEDITERRANEAN and NOVALOG) was elected
(TTC) start-up of the year at the Riverdating in Rouen last November, in front of an audience of 400
European professionals.

For his part, Mr. Renaud Muselier, MEP and Deputy President of the PACA region, as part of its
continued investment in promoting the economic influence of our local businesses, "welcomes in a
letter of support, the international success of Company of Mr Christian Taormina »

"Therefore, please continue to believe that you can rely on all my political support in the promotion of
this success and will be particularly pleased to be able to visit his premises on his return from the show
in which he is participating".

This appointment is already taken and will be respected in the new premises that the group is building
at the moment in order to match its successes and the quality of the working conditions of its teams of
engineers, more and more numerous.

Christian Taormina
CEO TTC Holding

